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Discover the newly launched

www.msp-platform.eu
The European Maritime Spatial Planning Platform is an on-going service for MSP
authorities and stakeholders throughout all European Member States to share relevant
knowledge and experiences on MSP. Financed by the European Union under the
European Maritime and Fisheries Fund, the website is the entrance to a
comprehensive service point for MSP in Europe, showing an overview of MSP practices
and projects generated from all European Member States.
Follow the EU MSP Platform on Twitter @EU_MSP_Platform

The Platform also features an
extensive projects database
in which you can find an
overview of previous and ongoing MSP projects and their
outputs.

Opportunities
MSP in practice
www.msp-platform.eu
provides a diverse array of
information and resources,
all accessible through several
interactive formats. The
website features information
on the status and content of
MSP processes from all
European coastal Member
States and provides
overviews on relevant
transnational organisations
and structures per sea basin.
There are currently more
than 275 entries on the
website that describe
practical experiences with
MSP that should assist with

Moreover, you can consult a
comprehensive database of
funding opportunities for MSP.
All the databases on the EU
MSP Platform let you filter
and sort the results most
relevant to you.
The Platform highlights past
and upcoming events as well
as training programmes and
workshops related to MSP.

Go to www.mspplatform.eu to stay up to
date with the latest
developments in MSP
throughout Europe!

An MSP expert service
The EU MSP Platform is
implemented through a
dedicated team of experts
with offices in each of the
European sea basins. They act
as personal contacts and
liaison. The experts
continuously keep track of
new developments in MSP
within their region and are
available to provide advice
and answer questions as they
arise.

Get in touch!
On www.msp-platform.eu
you will find FAQs on MSP and
you can contribute to the
growing Questions and
Answer service by submitting
a question of your own to our
dedicated team of experts.
Contact info@mspplatform.eu to promote
your practice, project or
upcoming event on the EU
MSP Platform.

MSP that should assist with
the implementation of MSP
throughout Europe.

throughout Europe!

The EU MSP Platform newsletter will be sent out on a three-monthly basis. Don't want to receive the next one?
Unsubscribe here.

